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Abstract: Social Media such as Facebook plays a substantial role in virtual com-
munities by sharing ideas and ideologies among different populations over time.
Social interaction analysis aids in defining people’s emotions and aids in assessing
public attitudes, towards different issues such as violence against women and chil-
dren. In this paper, we proposed an Arabic language prediction model to identify
the issue of Violence-Induced Stress in social media. We searched for Arabic
posts of many countries through Facebook application programming interface
(API). We discovered that the stress state of a battered woman is usually related
to her friend’s stress states on Facebook. We applied a large real database from
Facebook platforms to analytically investigate the correlation of violence-induced
stress states and the victim interactions on social media. We extracted a set of tex-
tual, spatial, and interaction attributes from various features. Therefore, we are
proposing a hybrid model–an interaction graph model incorporated in a deep
learning neural model to leverage post content and interaction data for vio-
lence-induced stress detection. Experiments depict that our proposed hybrid mod-
el can enhance the prediction performance by 10% in F1-measure. Also,
considering the user interaction information can learn an interesting phenomenon,
where, the sparse social interactions of violence-induced stress stressed victims is
higher by around 15% percent non-battered users, signifying that the structure of
the friends of such victims is less connected than non-stressed users.

Keywords: Arabic language analysis; violence-induced stress detection; hybrid
model; deep learning

1 Introduction

Social media involvement has increased greatly in recent times, as it permits them to: display ideas on
various matters, to exhibit their emotions about challenges they have daily, and to discuss various issues [1–
3]. Facebook is the most significant platform that is usually utilized daily [4–6], most people in Arab
countries use Facebook to post and comment on different issues including violence-induced stress against
women. Statistics have shown that Saudi Arabia uses Facebook extensively, with 10 million people
interacting on the Facebook [3]. researchers usually explore Facebook posts by analyzing them and
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classifying these posts using sentiment analysis. Few studies for Arabic language posts have been published
due to the difficulty in analyzing Arabic texts [7]. The research involving sentiment analysis of Facebook
posts in Arabic is divided into three approaches [5]. The Arabic language can be divided into formal, and
Colloquial Arabic that is used daily among people [6].

Sentiment Analysis is usually utilized for data mining and deep learning concerning opinions. Opinion
deep learning is a science of analytically classifying thoughts, desires, behaviors, and feelings of people
about several types of issues [7]. Sentiment Analysis has been extensively used to cover multiple domains,
such as healthcare and social issues. Studied issues can be caused by different types of entities, such as
organizations, event-driven issues, and humanities [7]. Sentiment Analysis is a multi-step identification
problem that performs classification on the Aspect, document, or Sentence Level. Sentiment Analysis has a
first phase of classifying the Aspect, document, or Sentence polarity into three classes: positive class
implying positive thoughts, or negative class with bad thoughts or neutral [8]. In this research, we are
utilizing Facebook posts as sentence sentiment analysis. Research in sentiment language analysis especially
Arabic depicts supervised and unsupervised sentiment analysis [9–11]. Sentiment analysis utilizes lexical
and deep learning methodologies [12–15]. Deep learning classification and identification are used for
identifying the schism of Arabic language posts [15]. In [16] and [17], the authors discussed coverless
information hiding techniques that can help uncover negative thoughts in the underlying posts.

The research gaps in earlier research are the lack of linguistic models to classify violence-induced stress.
Limited thoughts of transforming Facebook post language have been employed. Also, validation using
language-level ground truth has not been performed. There is no labeled dataset for the Arabic language
that can be used to predict violence-induced stress from Facebook posts or any other social media interaction.

Therefore, this paper, we propose a novel technique for the Arabic language Facebook posts taxonomy.
the proposed model is divided into two phases. The first is data collection through Facebook API to collect
posts and comments by the language of the posts. We also examined the noises in the collected data which
contains many unrecognized symbols and characters that are not present as part of the Arabic language. In the
second phase, we will build the following two classifiers: Support vector machines (SVM) and k-nearest
neighbors (KNN) and then combine them with machine learning methods. We validate our model using
F-Measure and then we perform analyses using RapidMiner and the Tableau validation tools [18].

This paper is divided as follows, Section 2, summarizes the related works. The proposed model is
depicted in Section 3. While in Section 4, we explain the validation and verification experiments and
discuss the results. In Section 5, we present the conclusions of our research.

2 Literature Review

2.1 Facebook Post and Comments Analysis

Facebook is a social media tool for writing posts and posting comments daily. To gain real insight and
identify different features from those posts, research methods need to apply classification methods to them.
The authors in [19], utilized supervised learning and sentiment analysis of Arabic posts by constructing a
sentiment lexicon database, the lexicon database includes 200,000 Arabic lexical terms. they gathered user
posts from Facebook and Twitter with a pre-processing step. They achieved accuracy results of 88.5% [19].

Authors in [20] extracted multiple features and classified them to negative, positive, neutral, or mixed
feelings. Their feature dataset is divided into four categories as defined. They extracted 20 features about
each post and 6 properties for each comment. This model utilized feature extraction propagation and the
precision metric was computed for each category. They used more properties about the features
themselves such as positive and negative word count, and post-length.
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Social media can be utilized to predict violence-induced stress behavior occurrence against and can
Improve women’s lifestyles and wellbeing. Huge amounts of negative feelings and fear are shared online,
especially on the Facebook platform. This available data can help communities to allocate violent
behavior and rescue women in need. Research shows that online support groups can lead to benefits for
people when they can link to others with similar situations. Their participants can share their feelings
about improper situations and the shame that surrounds them [21]. online forums generate a huge amount
of data, that includes valuable insights. But, these data have to go through advanced analysis techniques
such as natural language analysis and deep learning for obtaining useful information, e.g., for identifying
and predicting violent behavior victims. There are many research papers done in predicting such
situations in English platforms, which can contribute highly to rescuing victims in an efficient way [22–
25]. Authors in [22] used electroencephalogram (EEG) data to identify cases with anxiety through
different processing techniques. Authors in [23] classified features such as Bhattacharya and t-tests,
utilizing logistic regression and naïve Bayes classifiers. Authors in [24] utilized EEG obtained from
forehead sensors to analyze the generated signals. Authors in [25] used a natural language processor to
identify depression from Twitter tweets by analyzing lexicon that is used by miserable people. They
utilized verbal analysis and term count models. Authors in [26] extracted features using Dirichlet
allocation for topic identification and used the N-gram technique for word analysis. Various machine
learning techniques are used such as AdaBoost. Unfortunately, little research has been done on Arabic
social platforms to detect violence-induced stress behavior against women. Therefore, this research tends
to close such gap by presenting analytical models for the prediction of violence-induced stress behavior
of from online Arabic posting.

Previous research focused on monitoring various aspects such as mental disorders and other health
issues using natural language processing and analysis. It conducted a search for significant features of the
languages for the sentiments analysis of the posts. Also, other aspects such as violence-induced stress or
suicidal thoughts are examined using text analysis accompanied with data collection techniques.
questionnaires, confessions, online forums and annotated posts.

2.1.1 Predicting Violence-Induced Stress Incidents Through Questionnaires
Data is collected from Facebook posts from participants who reply to self-evaluation questionnaires.

self-evaluation using Questionnaires is recorded in [27]. Authors in [28] perceived answers anonymously
to an anxiety self-evaluation assessment related to violence victims, in addition to their Facebook posts.
Violence was identified when victims reported the incidence. The authors in [29] collected the scores of
negativity in Facebook posts on predictability scales. Behavioral trends linked to fear, mixed feelings,
reaching for others are detected from such data. They proposed a statistical decision tree classifier that
detects early signs of the risk of violence incidence with a ranking of the future risk involved. Authors in
[30] found numerous aspects in the data collected by victims, such as negative feelings, isolation, and
repeated pattern of fear terms. The authors in [31] used behavioral trends on Facebook to predict
depression following violence incidence by self-reported victims through their Facebook status. They
performed t-tests to distinguish the victims’ behaviors in first violence incidence and in the repeated ones.
Authors in [23] studied the prediction of post-traumatic anxiety through analyzing Facebook posts. The
authors collected huge amount of such posts and analyze the tools of sentiment features extraction, such
as ANEW. These data were used in the learning random forest classifiers to identify violence victims
from non-victims. Authors in [29–32] collected data from Twitter to predict violence incidence from
tweeter. Authors in [33], employed analysis dynamics in physician rating websites during the early wave
of the COVID-19 pandemic. Also in [34], sentiment analysis was employed.

Arabic language analyzing is very challenging due to its rich morphological dictionary where a single
word can have different meanings. Also, Arabic has a formal and informal version where they seem very
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different morphologically and also syntactically [9]. Most Arabic posts at the social platforms are written
using informal Arabic language with no defined orthographies. Arabic natural language processing
models usually use Arabic formal language [10] with degrading performance for Arabic informal
language [11]. Also, many intelligent models are needed to analyze various Arabic text problems [12]. In
[13], the authors utilized sentiment analysis solutions [13–16], while other researchers used semantic
analysis to predict emotions in Arabic texts [11–18].

Limitations Occur, in Facebook posts content, for violence against women detection. First, posts from
battered women are usually short and limited to an average of nine words on Facebook. Also, battered
women do not express their victim states directly in posts. Also, battered women with high emotional
violence-induced stress have low level activity on Facebook, as stated by recent research [3]. This low
activity causes data sparsity problem, which may curb the accuracy of Facebook content violence-induced
stress detection process especially in the Arabic language. Fig. 1 depicts a Facebook post that contains
only eight a women saying “I wished to go home for the Eid holiday”, “ ةزاجأءاضقليلهأتيبلبهذاناىنمتأ

ديعلا ”. Although there is no mention of violence complain in the post, from the continuation comments
done by the user and her Facebook friends, the model can discover that the user is a victim of some kind
of domestic violence. Thus, simply trusting only the user post violence-related stress is inadequate. Also,
interaction graphs of battered women vs. non-battered women are depicted in Fig. 2.

2.2 Our Proposed Work

The proposed model defined attributes representing violence-induced stress from Facebook post
interaction and user attributes. (1) Facebook post-interaction attributes from comments of user’s single
post, and (2) user attributes from user’s collected posts. The post-interaction attributes are linguistic, and
social interaction such as likes, shares, and comments collected from a single-post interaction list. The
user attributes are a collection of behavior attributes as extracted from a user’s post in time T, and
interaction attributes computed from Facebook interactions with other users.

Figure 1: Example of a Facebook post and interactive comments
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Figure 2: Battered women interaction graph vs. non-battered women
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To leverage the user attributes as well as post-content data, this paper is proposing a new hybrid
methodology of interaction graph model and a deep learning neural network that shows the ability to
learn unified dormant features from several modalities, and an interaction graph model is employed for
correlation modeling.

The overall phases are:

1. The design of a deep learning convolutional neural network (D-CNN) with cross encoders to produce
user attributes from post attributes;

2. Defining an attribute labeled graph to incorporate user interaction attributes, posting attributes, and
the learned-content attributes for violence-induced stress victimizing detection.

We tested and validated the proposed model for various attributes on a real dataset from Facebook.
Experiments illustrate that by developing the social media interaction attributes, our model can enhance
the detection F1-score by 10% over the state-of-art models. This specifies that the selected attributes are
suitable cues in facing the data sparsity problem. Also, the introduced model can efficiently incorporate
Facebook post content and interaction to improve the violence-induced stress detection accuracy.

The proposed research also employed in-depth experiments on a large dataset from Facebook Arabic posts.
Our model performs an analysis of the linear dependency of users’ stress status and their interactions on
Facebook, to face the problem of (1) interaction content, by studying the differences between battered and
non-battered users’ interactions content; and (2) interaction structure, by studying the structural diversity,
and strong/Non-strong tie. Our research exposes some social occurrences. For instance, our study concludes
that the count of sparse connection of violence-induced stress victims is 16% higher than non-victims,
representing that the social structure of victim’s friends inclines to be less connected.

The contributions of this Research are:

� Proposing a hybrid model incorporating deep learning with interaction graph modeling to influence
both content and interaction attributes to improve the detection of violence-induced stress.

� Building an Arabic violence-induced stress posting datasets from the ground-truth dataset from the
Facebook platform.

� Presenting an in-depth investigation on a real large dataset and extracted correlations between social
media interactions and violence.

� Constructing social structure of violence-induced stress victims.

The rest of this paper is presented as follows: Section 2 gives an overview of related works. Section
3 describes the hybrid model and the training method for the violence-induced stress detection model,
Section 4 details the proposed models and presents the data collection in the labeling phase. Section
4 presents the experiments conducted with performance evaluation. conclusions of this research are
summarized in Section 5.

3 The Proposed Model

In this section, we are presenting the hybrid model that incorporates deep learning process with
interaction graph modeling to influence both content and interaction attributes to improve the detection of
violence-induced stress. We propose an Arabic violence-induced stress posting datasets from the ground-
truth dataset from the Facebook platform.

3.1 The Proposed Framework

We defined attributes representing violence-induced stress from Facebook post interaction and user
attributes. (1) Facebook post-interaction attributes from comments of user’s single post, and (2) user
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attributes from user’s collected posts in a specific period. The post-interaction attributes are linguistic, and
social interaction such as likes, shares, and comments collected from a single-post interaction list. The
user attributes are a collection of behavior attributes as extracted from a user’s post in time T, and
interaction attributes computed from Facebook interactions with other users.

To leverage the user attributes as well as post-content data, we are proposing a new hybrid methodology
of interaction graph model and a deep learning neural network has the ability to learn unified dormant
features from several modalities, and an interaction graph model is employed for correlation modeling.

The overall phases are:

1) The design of a D-CNN with cross encoders to produce user attributes from post attributes;
2) Defining an attribute labeled graph to incorporate user interaction attributes, posting attributes, and

the learned content attributes for violence-induced stress victimizing detection.

The framework was tested and validated using the proposed model for various attributes on a real dataset
from Facebook. Experiments illustrate that by developing the social media interaction attributes, our model
can enhance the detection F1-score by 10% over the state-of-art models. This specifies that the selected
attributes are suitable cues in facing the data sparsity problem. Also, the introduced model can efficiently
incorporate Facebook post content and interaction to improve the violence-induced stress detection accuracy.

We also employed in-depth experiments on a large dataset from Facebook Arabic posts. Our model
performs an analysis of the linear dependency of users’ stress status and their interactions on Facebook,
and face the problem of (1) interaction content, by studying the differences between battered and non-
battered users’ interactions content; and (2) interaction structure, by studying the structural diversity, and
strong/Non-strong tie. Our research exposes some social occurrences. For instance, we conclude that the
count of sparse connection of violence-induced stress victims is 16% higher than non-victims,
representing that the social structure of victim’s friends inclines to be less connected.

The contributions of this Research are:

� Proposing a hybrid model incorporating deep learning with interaction graph modeling to influence
both content and interaction attributes to improve the detection of violence-induced stress.

� We build Arabic violence-induced stress posting datasets from the ground-truth dataset from the
Facebook platform.

� We convey an in-depth investigation on a real large dataset and extracted correlations between social
media interactions and violence.

� We constructed social structures of violence-induced stress victims.

3.2 Attributes Categorization

To face the problem of violence-induced stress detection, we define two subsets of attributes to compute
the dissimilarities between the violence-induced stressed and non-stressed users on Facebook platforms:

1. Post-level attributes of the single post;

2. user attributes extracted from posts in time T.

3.2.1 Post-Level Attributes
Post-level attributes designate the linguistic, spatial content, and the social interaction factors such as

likes, shares, and comments of a single post.

For linguistic features, our model uses the common linguistic properties in Arabic sentiment analysis.
We adopt ALP [29], an Arabic Language Platform, to analyze and tokenize lexicons, and then map them
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into positive, negative, or neutral emotions. The model also mapped emotions emoji into linguistic attributes
and also punctuation marks into emotions such as I as “unbelievable”, ? into “really”,…, etc. Facebook utilizes
Unicode as a depiction of emojis [34], which can be mined directly. Linguistic, visual, and interaction attributes
are depicted in Tab. 1. Spatial attributes are represented by API from OpenCV to implement image processing
and color mapping, e.g., warm color vs. cool color, as depicted in Tab. 1. The model adopted a six-color
attributes theme for affective image classification. In our research, we did not employ the direct emotional
identification process as spatial attributes for multi-dimensional spatial attributes for deep learning. Direct
spatial emotional prediction produces only a few dimensions as an attribute.

3.2.2 User Attributes
User attributes are mined from several user posts in a period T. T is defined as one month in the proposed

model because violence-induced stress often is caused by aggregate events. Victims usually express their
violence-induced stress in a chain of posts. Also, the aforesaid interaction patterns in time T usually
include data useful for violence-induced stress detection. Besides, the data in posts are sparse, therefore,
the proposed framework incorporates additional data around posts, e.g., interactions through comments
with friends. Therefore, properly selected user attributes can deliver a macro-scope of violence-induced
stress conditions, and evade missing data and noises.

3.3 The Proposed Model Framework

Problems in the detection of violence-induced stress are as follows:

1. Defining user attributes from user posts and interactions face the lack of modality in the posts

2. leveraging social media interaction structure patterns is not an easy task.

To face these problems, we suggest a new hybrid model by incorporating an interaction graph model
with a deep neural network (D-CNN). D-CNN is used for learning unified hidden features from
compound modalities, and the interaction graph model (IGM) captures linear dependency correlations. In
the following subsections, the model architecture will be presented.

Table 1: Linguistic, visual, and interactions attributes from Facebook posts

Features Category Description

Linguistic
features

Emotion phrases or words Number of optimistic and non-optimistic emotion words

Emotion emoji Number of optimistic and non-optimistic emoji

Punctuations and
associated words

!? …

Grade Adverbs and
associated words

Examples; “I am a little sad”, “ I am strongly afraid” used
scores are from 1 to 5

Visual Color theme Dominant colors: Red-Blue-Green (R-B-G)

Contrast The average value for brightness

Hue warmth The ratio of cool Hue

Hue clearness Saturation of dull colors less than 0.6

Social
Interaction

Facebook Interaction A number of share, comments, likes, dislikes, etc…..
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3.3.1 Model Architecture
The architecture of the proposed model is depicted in Fig. 3. The model inputs are post-level attributes,

user attributes, and interaction attributes. The solution is depicted as follows:

1. D-CNN with cross encoders to produce interaction attributes from post-level attributes. The D-CNN
is utilized in learning local attributes.

2. A labeled interaction graph includes all aspects of user attributes. The interaction graph model is
usually employed in social media modeling. It is used in extracting social dependency for various
prediction tasks.

As an example, the user with a blue dot. post attributes are handled via a D-CNN with cross encoders to
general user-content- content attributes. The user- attributes are denoted by xi. A user attribute xi has three
attributes: user content, posting behavior, and interaction aspect. features of all users go through the same
path. In the IGM, all three aspects connect user attributes to the corresponding violence-induced stress
state. Social aspects link the violence-induced stress state of various users. Dynamic aspects link
violence-induced stress state some time period of time. The output of user violence-induced stress state at
time t is yi.

For the user depicted in Fig. 3: attributes from posts are mapped to post attributes as depicted with
various modalities in different colors, white color signifies modalities not existent in the post. The post-
level attributes are then input to cross encoders that are inserted in the D-CNN. The D-CNN will add
attributes from cross encoders into the grouped user attributes by pooling feature maps. The user
attributes of a user X at time t are indicated by uti i ¼ 1; 2; 3; . . .ð Þ as depicted in Fig. 3. The violence-
induced stress status of each user X at time t is defined by V t

i i ¼ 1; 2; 3; . . .ð Þ. The user attributes and
the violence-induced stress states are associated with an attribute aspect, while violence-induced stress
states of various users are associated with social aspects. Violence-induced stress states of a single user at
contiguous times are associated by dynamic aspects. We describe the graph by computing several aspects,
we can then develop all users’ violence-induced stress states over time.

3.3.2 Learning Model
Combining user attributes induces the problem of Missing modality. To solve such problem, our model

uses a cross-encoder to capture the representation of every single post with multiple modalities. The text,
social and spatial attributes of a post are denoted by Atx; As; Asp, the cross encoder (CE) is defined as
follows:

Figure 3: Our proposed model comprises two phases. The first phase is a deep CNN (D-CNN). The second
phase is the interaction graph model (IGM). The D-CNN produces user content features using filters and
forwards them as inputs to the IGM
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CE ¼ f wtxAtx þ wsAs þ wspAsp þ b
� �

(1)

vtx þ vs þ vsp
� � ¼ 1= 1þ exp �wDIð Þð Þ (2)

where, I is the modality-invariant, wtx; ws;wsp and b are encoder parameters, whereas, wD is the decoder
parameter. vtx þ vs þ vsp

� �
are the reconstructed computed inputs.

The basic modality of the cross encoder is to construct missing training modalities and to learn
cross-data correlation such as that negative text emotions correlate with cool hue in images. The training
of the cross encoder used a cropped subset of data vtx; vs; vsp

� �
that requires utilize tile all the three

modalities.

The gradient descent algorithm trains the cross encoder, the energy function ψ is defined in terms of the
parameters of the cross encoder as:

c ¼ 1

2

Xn

M
k vM � AM k2 þ j

2

Xn

M
k vM k2 � k AM k2 (3)

The post attributes, which are extracted from a user’s post in time T, generate a time series representing a
user as a time series of posts, we employ a large learning D-CNN [32]. The D-CNN inter-connections than
standard CNN layers. It emphasizes learning static local features from image pixels and audio time series.
user content features are learned from a set of posts in a time series to denote stress statuses over a period
T forming a 1-D series.

Cross encoder map patches with missing aspects into modality-invariant aspects. They are employed as
filters in the D-CNN over the post series to form one feature map. Thus the hidden user content features can
be produced from the post-level attributes of a single post.

Pooling is used to encapsulate feature maps into fewer instances. Though users might have an unlike
number of posts in different time period T, the time over which the posts are collected is the same. We
pool each feature map into one pooled feature. Since we engage pooling over time T rather than a
constant number of posts, we will apply the mean-over-time pooling criteria (M-O-T). M-O-T is
computed by adding the activations, since the post instances are collected over the same T.

3.3.3 Correlations Between Post Content and Interactions
Time-dependent correlation is difficult to be classified utilizing classifiers such as SVM, we employ a

labeled interaction graph model, to represent social interactions and posts for learning and classifying
user-level violence-induced stress states.

Learning hidden correlations between Facebook post content and friend’s interactions is difficult Time-
linear dependency is tough to be modeled utilizing SVM classifiers. Therefore, we utilize an interaction
graph model (IGM), to incorporate interactions and Facebook content for learning the classification of
user-level violence-induced stress states.

We employ an objective function β that optimizes the conditional probability of violence-induced stress
states Z given a series of attributes, as depicted in Algorithm 1.
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Algorithm 1: Learning by Interaction Graph

Input: time-varying attribute series with violence-induced stress states on user nodes in the graph G,
learning rate R;

Output: Feature parameter F = {f1, f2, f3} and violence-induced stress vector Z;

1. Initialize Z using a random number generator;

2. Initialize the parameter F;

3. Do until convergence;

{

Compute the gradients for the three parameters; ∇ f1, ∇ f2, ∇ f3;

Compute f1= f1+R×∇ f1;

Compute f2= f2+R×∇ f2;

Compute f3= f3+R×∇ f3;

}

The learning process is a predictive estimate model to estimate the parameter F = {f1, f2, f3} from the
labeled items and to optimize the objective β such that F� ¼ argmaxP [ Fð Þ

For maximizing β, we employ the gradient decent model. We compute the decent gradients for each
parameter in our β function as follows:

d[

df 1
¼ E

XJ
j¼1

XI
i¼1

gðxij ; zij Þ
 !

� Eprob: f 1ð Þ Z=Gð Þ
XJ
j¼1

XI
i¼1

gðxij ; zij Þ
 !

(4)

d[

df 2
¼ E

XJ
j¼1

XI
i¼1

gðxij ; zij Þ
 !

� Eprob: f 2ð Þ Z=Gð Þ
XJ
j¼1

XI
i¼1

gðxij ; zij Þ
 !

(5)

d[

df 3
¼ E

XJ
j¼1

XI
i¼1

gðxij ; zij Þ
 !

� Eprob: f 3ð Þ Z=Gð Þ
XJ
j¼1

XI
i¼1

gðxij ; zij Þ
 !

(6)

where, E
PJ
j¼1

PI
i¼1

gðxij ; zij Þ
 !

is the mean of the attributes summation over Y and G with in the training set,

and Eprob: p1ð Þ Z=Gð Þ PJ
j¼1

PI
i¼1

gðxij ; zij Þ
 !

is the mean of the attribute summation aspects computed by the

estimated formula.

The violence-induced stress vector Z is finally calculated as follows:

Z� ¼ arg max 〖[ðZ=G;FÞ〗 (7)

4 Experimental Results

In this section, we are introducing the efficacy and impact of our hybrid deep learning model on
violence-induced stress detection.
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4.1 Data Collection

We performed data collection to evaluate and test the proposed model, we collect two databases using
labeling methods, which are depicted as follows: Database DATASET1. In this research, we have built a
ground truth database with correct labels from large Facebook data. The data which was collected from
Facebook is usually enormous. We engaged an automatic sentence pattern tagging to excerpt labels from
crawled data over Facebook. We crawled 200 million posts data via Facebook REST APIs from January
2016 to January 2020. Facebook users post textual content, images, and engage in interactions (share,
like, comment). the user-produced contents, and relationship, also encloses plentiful information for an
investigation that can inspect emotions and stresses.

The next step was to recognize the violence-induced stress state from posts over a period of time (in our
research we choose one month). Facing the massive number of posted images, we employ tags and users’
comments for computerized image labeling [29]. This is performed by searching for posts including
patterns such as “I feel so sad, how can he do that” and “I trusted him so much”, which indicate the
presence of stress. The time periods enclosing such phrases are labeled as “violence-induced stress”
periods. Likewise, we detect “non-stress” periods from posts that include phrases such as “I feel relaxed
this week”. These patterns have displayed high precision vs. user state labels annotated by online surveys
in social media.

we collected over 1200 months of posts that are considered as stressed, and over 1000 months of
posts labelled as non-stressed users’ posts. There are 260,000 posts from 5500 users in total. We utilize
this database for analysis and testing in the experimental studies, which is denoted by Dataset1 as
depicted in Tab. 2.

Another collected dataset denoted as Dataset2 in this paper. We confirmed our model reliability by
comparing our results to the ground truth labeling of Dataset2 as depicted in Tab. 3. Dataset2 is collected
from the users who were surveyed and answered about the score of a violence-induced stress scale. The
violence-induced stress scale is considered as stress when the scale is higher than 80, otherwise it is
labelled as non-stress. We collected the scores answered by the users, and employed the scale scores as
labels denoting the ground truth.

4.2 Experiments

In this research we set the experiments by training our proposed supervised using Dataset1. Testing is
then performed using Dataset2 because it is the ground truth. The validation of the proposed model is verified
by using a ground truth data with labels. In the experiments, we use 8-fold validation, with 20 random runs.
We compared our model with several classification models as described in Tab. 4. We utilize the Scikit-
learning model for comparison. In the experiment evaluation for the proposed model, we consider both

Table 2: Overview of the Facebook-Violence-induced stress Dataset1 and data distribution

Violence-induced stress Non-Stress Total

Number of posts 139,000 121,000 260,000

Number of users 2900 2600 5500

Number of time periods 1200 months 1000 months 2200 months

Average number of posts/month 116 post/month 121/month 118 post/month

Average number of month/user 0.41 0.38 0.4

Average interacting user/month 5.21 7.21
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effectiveness and efficiency. The classification effectiveness and performance are measured using the
accuracy, recall, precision, and F1-Measure. While efficiency is evaluated by computing the CPU time of
the training phase. The experiments are executed on an x64 based processor with 4.9 GHz Intel Core and
16 GB memory.

4.3 Experimental Results

To evaluate the performance of our proposed model, we bear several tests utilizing diverse models using
Facebook’s Dataset1. In the various experiments, we utilized the three attributes depicted in Section 2,
namely: user interaction, posting behavior and content attributes produced from the post-level attributes
by the proposed D-CNN. Tab. 5 describes the experimental results. Our model achieves higher results
than the other models depicted before in Tab. 4. The results verified that our model can efficiently
influence the Facebook interaction and attributes for violence-induced stress detection. Compared with the
model in [29], which employs user-level stress classification using social data, our model enhances
the detection accuracy by 10% on the F1-measure scoring metric. These results exhibit the feasibility
of the detection of many conditions using data from social interactions. our model can considerably
increase the performance by using social interaction in addition to other data. We implemented also t-tests
with p-value is less than 0.01, demonstrating the improvement in our model is statistically significant.

To compare the efficiency of our model vs. the other models, we utilize the training CPU execution time
for each model. The results are depicted in Tab. 5. All models have good performance with respect to the
training CPU time of the different models which varies from tens of seconds to tens of minutes. Our
model has a slightly slower training speed but achieves higher performance compared to the other models.

Table 3: Details of Dataset2 (ground truth) including data distribution

Violence-induced stress Non-Stress Total

Number of posts 1459 1845 3304

Number of users 98 112 210

Number of time periods 98 months 112 months 210 months

Average number of posts/month 14.9 post/month 16.5/month 15.7 post/month

Table 4: Other models description for comparison

Model Description

Logistic classification Regression
model [19]

Training a logistic model and then classify cases in the test
subset.

Support Vector Machine classifier [5] Binary classification with radial base function kernel.

Random Forest [23] Decision trees with random forests of attributes

Gradient Decision Tree [13] Training is performed on a gradient decision tree with feature
extraction

Deep Neural Network with
autoencoders [29]

User stress classification with a CNN network with cross
encoders
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The following factors were tested in all compared models and they are as follows:

a) Aspect Contribution Analysis. The selection of aspects is essential to the effectiveness of the
Interaction Graph Model. We considered three aspects in our model, i.e., attribute aspect, social aspect,
and dynamic aspect. The impact of these aspects in our proposed model, we studied the model
performance with different permutations of aspects, as depicted in Fig. 4. in the beginning, we utilized
the three aspects together, denoted by Interaction graph model (IGM), then we eliminate the subsequent
aspects in order: social aspect, dynamic aspect and then both aspects, denoted as IGM-S, IGM-D, and
IGM-S-D. We realized that the model with the least performance is related to the sole inclusion of the
attribute aspect. Conversely, including the attribute aspect and any of the social or dynamic aspect yields
an improvement of the model performance. We can denote that social or dynamic aspects are highly
effective for stress detection. Especially, the social aspect considerably enhances the model accuracy to an
average of 91%. The highest model performance is obtained when utilizing the three aspects together.

b) Training scalability Analysis. To assess the data size factor of our model, we trained the learning
module with different data sizes, and compare the F1-Score of model prediction performance. In this
experiments, we utilize the three aspects as model input. Fig. 5 depicts the prediction performance trend
with different size subsets of the whole data. It is obvious that when training the model with small
portion (10%), our proposed model fails to reach an acceptable prediction performance. The prediction
performance gets better by increasing the size of the training data, reaching 90% accuracy with 40%
portion of the whole data, increased to 92% compared when utilizing 50% of the data. Furthermore, the
prediction performance increases with the increasing size of the training data, which proves the verify the
model scalability with respect to dataset size.

Table 5: Comparison of results of different models

Model Accuracy Recall Precision F1-
measure

CPU execution
time for training

Logistic classification Regression model
[19]

75.5% 82.3% 75.8% 83.11% 42 s

Support Vector Machine classifier [5] 72.6% 79.2% 72.5% 80.43% 10 min

Random Forest [23] 77.02% 83.8% 79.22% 85.12% 69.5 s

Gradient Decision Tree [13] 81.45% 86.5% 83.66% 87.22% 268.12 s

Deep Neural Network with auto encoders
[29]

83.21% 87.00% 84.78% 89.28% 26 min

Our proposed model IGM + D-CNN 92.52% 96.41% 92.3% 94.31% 20 min

75%

85%

95%

Aspect Contribution Analysis.

IGM IGM-S IGM-D IGM-S-D

Figure 4: Aspect contribution analysis
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c) Model convergence. We also studied the model convergence for the IGM algorithm as depicted in
Fig. 6, where the F1-score increases with the iterations count. the IGM model converges within
2,200 iterations, which is sufficiently fast to perform effective model training on large datasets.

d) Impact of D-CNN Size. We have to note that the D-CNN size is an acute issue in setting up the
learning model. Thin CNNs produce trivial network that cannot detect correlation in the training data.
However, very deep CNN yield a complex model which is hard to tune and can cause over-fitting. To
choose a suitable D-CNN for prediction, we evaluated the D-CNN architecture with various count of
layers. Fig. 7 displays the experiments. It is noted that 2 to 4 layers do not obtain satisfactory
performance. five layers attains a peak performance, while six to seven layer-model does not achieve any
better result. This is because the D-CNN becomes too large to be tuned within acceptable training time.
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Figure 5: Training scalability analysis
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Figure 6: F1-score vs. iterations count
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Figure 7: Impact of D-CNN Size
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Experiments denoting attribute contribution and its impact are depicted in Fig. 8 we utilized post-level
attributes and user attributes from single post as well as user interactions in a month period. To assess the
attribute contribution and compare our model performance vs. other models in the literature by utilizing
different attributes combination as input. The attributes are classified into three classes: post-level and
user attributes as well as interaction behavior denoted as PL, UA, and IB respectively. We compare the
prediction accuracy of the proposed D-CNN+IGM with SVM model and CNN model with auto-encoders,
with all the probable combinations of the three groups of attributes.

From the comparison results, we find that the compared models attain the best performance when
employing the three group of attributes. When employing only the post-level attributes, the F1-score of
our model decreases to 87% which is acceptable. While for the SVM classifier, the F1-score decreases to
69% percent, which is very bad for a binary prediction. This result validates the impact of feature
combination of CNN.

5 Conclusion

Violence-induced stress is a threatening psychological health problem. Also, violence can be life
threatening if not stopped. Most violence victims can be confined and have only social media to express
their emotions. Most people use social media platforms to post their activities and emotions. These
activities facilitate applying online social media data for violence-induced stress detection. In this paper,
we proposed a supervised deep learning model for detecting stress states from users’ Facebook data,
analyzing posts’ content and user interaction data. Sentiments are analyzed by collecting Facebook posts
and comments over several months about violence-induced stress against women especially. We used the
Facebook tag system to get the matching topic. Facebook posts are then labeled. We utilized real
Facebook posts data as a training basis, we investigated the correlation between stress states and their
interaction activities. To influence both post content and interaction data of users’ posts, we presented a
hybrid model which incorporates the Interaction graph model (IGM) with a deep CNN. In this research,
we learned several phenomena of stress. We establish that the sparse connection degree of stressed
victims is more prominent than that of non-stressed users. stressed users’ friends hold less interaction
than non-stressed users. Also, Experiments depict that our proposed hybrid model can enhance the
prediction performance by 10% in F1-measure.

Limitation of this research is the feature extraction method is limited and should be expanded to
incorporate unsupervised learning, also it should be global and limited to one language.

PL UA IB PL+UA PL+IB UA+IB PL+UA+IB

Figure 8: Results of different attribute combinations
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